Characterization Paragraph Example
.

In the animated filmThe Lion King by the
Disney Company, the character of Simba is
portrayed as being arrogant and foolish.
Throughout the film, the audience sees
Simba’s arrogance in the way he views and
treats the other animals around Pride Rock.
For example, in the song “I Just Can’t Wait
to be King,” he states that he’s “brushing up
on looking down,” on the other animals. In
other words, he is practicing feeling and
acting superior to others. This is arrogant
because he assumes his future position is
enough reason to consider himself better
than others. It is also rather arrogant when
the audience remembers that Simba is still
a child, and that he doesn’t have any
experience, wisdom, or skill that puts him on
a pedestal. His only reason for thinking so
highly of himself is his own pride.
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1. Review how the author reveals
the character’s traits (do not go
into too much detail, but
summarize). In your Assessment
writing, your introduction will
need a hook.
2. State how the first character trait
(precise adjective) shows up in
the text.
3. Use text evidence as an example
of the trait happening.
(Remember to use a phrase to
introduce your evidence!)
4. Analyze and explain how this
action reveals the character trait.
5. When you are ready to discuss
the next character trait, start a
new paragraph and return to
step number 2.

